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Cancer Genetics, Inc. Selected By Gilead
Sciences, Inc. to Provide Clinical Trial
Services for International Trials in Chronic
Lymphocytic Leukemia
Comprehensive, biomarker-based patient profiling will help risk
stratification, improve trial efficacy and provide biomarker driven insight
regarding patient targeting and potential outcomes

Rutherford, NJ, March 11, 2013 - Cancer Genetics, Inc. (CGI) announces that it has been
chosen by Gilead Sciences Inc. (Gilead) to provide clinical trial services and molecular
profiling of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients. The trials cover both national and
international locations. CGI will leverage its SelectOne™ program that includes proprietary
genomic assays in CLL, data and logistics management, and comprehensive CLIA- and
CAP-accredited clinical laboratory testing. The ongoing studies consist of testing across
several methodologies, including flow cytometry, FISH, and molecular diagnostics assays
including mutational analyses of IGHV, TP53, NOTCH1, and CGI’s proprietary array-CGH
assay for mature B-cell neoplasm, MatBA®-CLL/SLL.

Targeted therapies have the potential of improving the lives of cancer patients and providing
them with better treatment outcome. CGI’s SelectOne™ offering empowers biotech and
pharma companies like Gilead to achieve their goals in oncology clinical trials through the
use of CGI’s comprehensive oncology focused menu and proprietary microarrays.

CGI expects the trials to continue for the next several years, and may potentially enable an
expedited and more efficient development timeline based on improved patient stratification.
CGI also offers comprehensive CLL testing to cancer centers, oncologists and community
hospitals under its CLL CompleteSM offering. This includes the assessment of ZAP-70,
CD38, mutational status of IGHV, TP53 and SF3B1, genomic alterations by FISH and by a
proprietary genomic microarray – MatBA®-CLL/SLL which includes a comprehensive report 
stratifying the risk and potential outcome, to guide disease and patient management. CLL is
a clinically heterogeneous disease and the most common form of leukemia in the Western
Hemisphere. It is estimated that in the United States there is a new case diagnosed every
forty minutes and there are over 110,000 people living with CLL.

About Cancer Genetics, Inc.

Cancer Genetics, Inc. (CGI) is an emerging leader in the field of personalized medicine,
offering products and services that enable cancer diagnostics as well as treatments that are
tailored to the specific genetic profile of the individual. CGI is committed to maintaining the
standard of clinical excellence through its investment in outstanding facilities and equipment.
Our reference laboratory is both CLIA certified and CAP accredited, and New-York State
licensed. The company has been built on a foundation of world-class scientific knowledge



and IP in solid and hematologic cancers, as well as strong research collaborations with
major cancer centers such as Memorial Sloan-Kettering, Cleveland Clinic and the National
Cancer Institute.

For further information, please see www.cancergenetics.com.
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